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COOL
ON THE COAST

HOME PROFILE

A contemporary home in Cornwall provides a calm retreat,
thanks to its owners’ natural approach

A one-bedroom new build near
Perranporth, North Cornwall

WORDS JO LEEVERS PHOTOGRAPHY PENNY WINCER STYLING BEN KENDRICK

WHO LIVES HERE

Sarah Stanley, who runs
Unique Homestays, and
her partner Andy Davey
THE PROPERTY

MONEY SPENT

£125,000 including plot,
build and interiors
WHAT IT’S WORTH NOW

£525,000

EXTERIOR
Not far from the sea at
Perranporth, the house is
accessed via a sunny deck
area, where concrete walls
are complemented by a
concrete-cast side table.
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Skimmed walls inside and
out contrast with new and
reclaimed wood, glass and
shingle-clad sections in
the property – the design
of which was inspired by
a bird hide
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KITCHEN
Cabinet fronts are made
in reclaimed scaffolding
planks, and the cooker is by
Rangemaster. Peephole
windows let dappled
sunlight into the space

O

n the site of an old ramshackle car port, Sarah Stanley
and her partner Andy Davey have created a home that
is modern yet exudes a calm, rustic feel. ‘We wanted
a simple, architectural design, with raw wood shingles
set against modern poured concrete and glass, so the
building is striking, but also manages to blend into its
rural setting,’ explains Sarah. The result is a single-storey property that
explores the creative potential of concrete. It has been used for floors,
worktops, exterior walls and garden seating. And there’s concrete-effect
paintwork on the internal walls and ceilings, ensuring a mottled grey
patina envelops every room.
Given the building’s small footprint, the layout is straightforward, with
most of the space devoted to an open-plan living-kitchen-dining area that
leads out onto a covered deck. At the other end of the living space, behind
a sliding barn door, is the bedroom and ensuite bathroom.
Both inside and out, concrete has been combined with the natural tones
of timber to soften this typically Brutalist material. Larch wood shingle
cladding has been used on parts of the exterior, while the timber textures
inside come from a variety of sources, including reclaimed scaffolding
planks that have been used to clad the kitchen cabinets and wardrobe
storage in the bedroom. The sliding barn door has also been made from
KITCHEN
Positioned to take advantage
of the garden views, the
sink and worktops are cast
in seamless concrete. For a
similar concrete sink, try Kast
EXTERIOR
Part of the house is clad in
larch, which will sunbleach
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to silver and blend with the
concrete section. Protruding
windows give wider views and
scoop in extra natural light
ACCESSORIES
Handmade kitchen plates
and bowls suit the natural
mood. Find similar bowls
and placemats at Nkuku
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A trio of feathery woven
bamboo lampshades
create an ambient glow
after dark

weathered and worn reclaimed timber, while woven bamboo
lampshades and vintage wooden furniture add to the rustic vibe.
Concrete frames the home’s small windows, which resemble the
peepholes of a birdwatchers’ hide. They were the brainwave of Sarah’s
good friend and designer Jess Clark, who works with Sarah at Unique
Homestays and helped with this home’s design. ‘Each gives a different
glimpse of the landscape,’ says Sarah. The sunlight that flows in
through them has a dappled effect: ‘They were designed to emulate
the experience of walking through a forest on a summer day,’ she adds.
In contrast to these smaller openings, large cantilevered picture
windows set at a tilt give a feeling of being immersed in nature. They
were costly and complicated to manufacture, but Sarah and Andy
were determined to make them work as they knew that, thanks to their
design, sitting at the living room window bench would feel quite special.
‘In the bedroom, the pillows can nestle right inside the base of the
window, so you can gaze up at the stars as you drift off to sleep,’ she says.
The Hide, as Sarah and Andy call their modernist creation, is a far cry
from its origins as a crumbling car port at the end of the garden of their
larger family home. The couple weren’t sure whether they’d get planning
permission to build such a modern house, but because it’s only slightly
larger than the old car port and is hidden discreetly in the landscape,
DINING AREA
A concrete tabletop and stool
are partnered with vintage
chairs. For similar, try Maisons
Du Monde. The pendants
are by Creative Cables
FIREPLACE
Soft woven baskets make
a natural choice for log
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storage. You can find similar
designs at H&M Home
SLIDING DOOR
A barn door divides the
bedroom and bathroom,
adding a rustic texture. For
a similar vintage chair, try
Vinterior. Find sliding barn
door fixings at Barn Star

LIVING ROOM
The velvet sofa from
sofa.com and bamboo
pendants from Graham
& Green add contrasting
textures. Find a similar
vintage coffee table at
Vinterior. The artwork is
by John O’Carroll
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they got the go-ahead. ‘The design is different, but not intrusive,’ Sarah
explains. Inside, too, the concrete feels subtle, thanks to the addition
of natural hues and textures. ‘Handcrafted objects always add a gentler
mood to a space,’ Sarah adds. For some all-important finishing touches
to make this home feel warm and lived-in, she and Jess scoured local
auctions and charity shops for interesting finds. ‘We love discovering
something unexpected that hints at an interesting back story – and
once you find one key piece, it can often set a theme,’ says Sarah.
A G Plan coffee table and two chairs with a Shaker-like character
were purchased locally and are teamed with a more contemporary
centrepiece, a moss-green velvet sofa that echoes the hues that
surround the property. Above the sofa hang a trio of feathery textured
woven bamboo lampshades that create an ambient glow after dark.
Setting a few simple pieces of furniture against the muted grey
backdrop creates a calming and pared-back space, and The Hide is
somewhere that Sarah loves to decamp to with her two Jack Russells
for a weekend of dog walks, fireside relaxation and gardening. The
addition of an outdoor terrace, barbecue, a seating area with a firepit
and a hot tub complete her escapist vision. As Sarah says: ‘It really
is a place where you can totally switch off.’ HB
The Hide is available to rent through uniquehomestays.com

BATHROOM
Sarah used a concrete
farmer’s trough from Mole
Valley Farmers as a striking
bathtub. Smaller ceramics
add a more delicate note.
Find a similar towel and
ceramics at The Silver
Sheep. A vintage wooden
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dough bowl (left) serves
as an original basin. Similar
dough bowls can be
found at Design Vintage
BEDROOM
Cantilevered windows
are ideal for stargazing
FOR STORE DETAILS SEE
WHERE TO BUY PAGE

